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A Three-Dimensional Quasi-Static Model for High Brightness Beam Dynamics 

Simulation 

J i  Qiang, Steve Lidia, a n d  Robert  D. Ryne 

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 

Berkeley, CA 9m0 

Cecile Limborg-Deprey 

Stanford Linear Arcelerafor Center, 

Menlo Park, CA 94309 

In this papel, we piesent a tinee-dimensional quasi-static model for high bright- 

ness beam dvnamirs simulation in RF/DC photoinjertors, RF linars and similar 

devices on parallel computers. In this model. electrostatic space-charge forces 

within a charged particle beam are calculated self-consistently at each time step 

by solving the three-dimensional Poisson equation in the beam frame and then 

transforming back to the laboratory frame. When the beam has a large en- 

ergy spread. it is divided into a number of energv bins or slices so that the 

space-charge forces are calculated from the contribution of each bin and summed 

together. Image charge effects from conducting photocathode are also included 

efficiently using a shifted Green function method. For a beam with large aspect 

ratio, e.g. during emission. a n  integrated Green function method is used to solve 

the three-dimensional Poisson equation. Using this model, we studied the beam 

transport in the Linac Coherent Light Sources (LCLS) photoinjector through the 

first traveling wave linac. The final normalized transverse emittanre is below 2 

mm - mrad and the uncnrrelated energy spread is within a range of a few KeV 

to about 10 KeV. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

High brightness, low emittaiice electron beams from phot,oirijectors liave important  applica- 

tioiis in  next generation light sonrces and linear colliders. Simplified theoretical models have l)een 

used t o  provide some guidelines for photoiiijector design [I-31. For a systematic machine design 

and optimization, it still depends heavily on  the  nse of self-corisistent computer sirrii~latioris. A 
































